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1) Background; 
 

There have been requests from members of the public, local County 
Councillors and the local Parish Councils, to undertake a traffic safety review 
along the A4304 from the M1 junction to Market Harborough. 
 
The review will take into account safety issues within Walcote, North Kilworth, 
Husbands Bosworth, Theddingworth and Lubenham. 
 
Reported accidents along with suggestions of increases to traffic volumes, 
traffic speeds and pedestrian crossing requests have highlighted the need to 
carry out a safety review along the A4304 and for officers to report back on 
their findings to the parish councils and key partners. 
 
Community speed watches have been undertaken by Lubenham and 
Theddingworth Parish Councils that have highlighted speeds above the 
current posted 30mph speed limits within the village environment. 
  
With the County Councils adoption of the Local Transport Plan (LTP3) all 
traffic safety requests are now assessed against the County Councils LTP3 
objectives and are prioritised on a case by case basis, while competing for the 
limited funding that is available. 
 
The main LTP3 objectives are that for any adopted safety schemes, it requires 
it to provide an evidence based accident history, show how the safety scheme 
will reduce accidents, along with other factors such as managing the impact of 
transportation on the quality of life.  
 
To better understand how the A4304 is preforming in relation to road safety, 
we use the Department for Transport (DfT) ‘Reported Road Casualties in 
Great Britain 2012’ document, where we can compare the A4304 accidents 
reported over the past five years to the national average on rural A roads.   
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2) Objectives; 
 

The objectives of the safety review are, to look at all of the current highway 
environments within the five villages, to determine the existing traffic speeds, 
accident history on the A4304 , to look at the crossing requests and requests 
for traffic calming. 
 
To get a better understanding of the safety issues being brought to our 
attention; the following has been carried out: 
 

• Collate the most recent data showing traffic volumes and speeds, 
• Collate past five years Police data showing reported accidents both 

urban and non-urban,  
• Compare accident history to national trends 
• To review the current road markings and signage 
• To review the current ‘Gateway treatment’ and vehicle activated signs, 
• Assess crossing facilities,  
• Costs of possible remedial solutions. 

 
 
 
3) Site observations; 
 
Site visits were carried out in August and October 2014 to assess the 
requests for traffic calming and crossing facilities and have been evaluated 
against our criteria when looking to implement changes to the current 
highway. 
 
When assessing crossing requests such as pedestrian crossings, 
Leicestershire County Councils method of assessment is carried out in 
conjunction with the Department for Transport Local Transport Notes 1/95 and 
2/95.This guidance provides a thorough yet flexible approach to determining 
the justification for a pedestrian crossing facility. 
 
Site visits were carried out specifically observing pedestrian activity and 
behaviour to evaluate the requests received over possible pedestrian crossing 
points in Walcote, Theddingworth and Lubenham. The surveys provided a 
clearer picture of the actual pedestrian demand for each of the villages 
surveyed. 
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4) Vehicle Volume Data; 
  
We have recent permanent traffic volume data collected for the A4304. The 
permanent traffic volume counts are from the M1 junction 20 before Walcote 
and between Lubenham and Market Harborough. 
 
The traffic counts provided are broken down from a yearly count and a 
monthly count. 
 
The traffic counts on the A4304 are compared against the national trends that 
are supplied by the Department for Transport (DfT). 
 
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/
317454/annual-road-traffic-estimates-2013.pdf 
 
Monthly Data Lubenham to Market Harborough 
 
The fixed monthly data taken between Lubenham and Market Harborough 
were taken in January 2010 and January 2014. 
 
The resulting data showed (Appendix Table 1) that vehicle volumes have 
increased by 1.3% eastbound and 1.01% westbound. This results in an 
additional 1,756 vehicles travelling eastbound a month or 56 additional 
journeys per day and 1,288 vehicles travelling westbound a month or 41 
additional journeys a day. 
 
Yearly Data Lubenham to Market Harborough 
 
The fixed yearly data taken between Lubenham and Market Harborough were 
taken in January 2010 and January 2014. 
 
The resulting data showed (Appendix Table 2) that vehicle volumes have 
decreased by 0.32% eastbound and increased by 1.17% westbound. This 
results in a reduction of 431 vehicles travelling eastbound a month or 14 less 
journeys per day and an additional 1,528 vehicles travelling westbound a 
month or 49 additional journeys a day. 
 
Yearly Data M1 Junction 20 to Walcote 
 
The fixed yearly data taken between Junction 20 and Walcote were taken in 
January 2010 and January 2014. 
 
The resulting data showed (Appendix Table 3) that vehicle volumes have 
increased by 3.24% eastbound and increased by 2.84% westbound. This 
results in an increase of 4,952 vehicles travelling eastbound a month or 159 
journeys per day and an additional 4,288 vehicles travelling westbound a 
month or 138 additional journeys a day. 
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Conclusion on Vehicle Volumes  
 

The comparison of the vehicle volumes from 2009 levels to 2014 levels on the 
A4304 when compared against the national average increases, where we are 
seeing national average increases of 3.2% at present on the highway indicate 
that the usage on the A4304 is at an acceptable level at present with all but 
one reading showing volume increases to be well below the national average 
of increased traffic volumes. 
 
Traffic volumes can vary during different years surveyed if major work is 
carried out on the highway network. For instance the current construction of 
the Catthorpe interchange at junction 19 on the M1 can provide significant 
levels of displacement traffic flows for a long period of time; however traffic 
volumes does then decrease when the work is completed.  
 

5) Accident History  
 
We have compared the reported accidents over the length of the A4304 from 
the M1 junction 20 turn off into Walcote to the start of Market Harborough over 
the past five years history 2009 to 2013. 
 
The 50 reported accidents on the A4304 over this five year period from 2009-
2013 are compared with the strategic framework for road safety developed by 
the DfT. 
 
Table A (below) calculates the base rate of accidents in accordance with DfT 
guidance https://www.gov.uk/govenment/publications/reported-road-casualties-
great-britain-annual-report-2012 by calculating the accidents reported to the 
Police, the length of road, and the annual average daily traffic over a five year 
period. This then calculates the accidents per day and provides a base 
accident rate. 
 
The national accident rate for rural A roads is 171 (Appendix Table 4) with the 
accident rate for the A4304 accident rate below the national average at 136. 
 

Table A  DfT Reported Road Casualty formula  
A4304 Junction 20 M1 to Market 
Harborough Walcote, North 
Kilworth, Husbands Bosworth, 
Theddingworth, Lubenham 

Values Used Unit 

Accidents (2009 - 2013) 50 number 
Road length 19600 m 
AADT 10303 vehicles 
Time 1825 day 
accidents per day 0.02740 accidents per day 
Factor I trillion (1 thousand x 1 
billion) 

1,000,000,000,000  

accident rate 135.6711057  
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6) Requests 
 
Requests have been received from local County Councillors, Parish 
Councillors and local resident’s for a number of traffic calming measures to be 
introduced along sections of the A4304. 
 
We have within the scope of this report investigated the following requests 
 

� Lower speed Limits on A4304 
 

� Theddingworth - A crossing facility located close to its junction with 
Hothorpe Road. 

 
� Lubenham – Pedestrian crossing where existing raised centre island is 

located  
 

� Lubenham – Gateway treatment on Foxton Road and Loughton Road 
 

� Walcote and Theddingworth Fixed Police Cameras  
 

� Walcote – Crossing facility 
 
 

7) Findings  
 

Speed Assessment 
 

While it is not easy to influence speeds of some motorists who are familiar with 
the highway environment and drive at a speed they consider safe for the 
prevailing conditions the speed management we have in place has provided all 
of the village settings to have a good overall safety record (Appendix Table 8) 
and mean speeds (Appendix Table 6) around the posted 30mph national speed 
limit. 
 
We do appreciate speeds can exceed the posted 30mph speed limit when 
entering into all of the village settings, this is due primarily to the characteristics 
of the A4304 road environment, where we have long distances of travel for 
motorists on a national speed limit road, and then they enter an area where 
there are limited properties, and the properties are set back from the road edge, 
this can lead to motorists not always realising the speeds at which they should 
be driving.  
 
What has assisted motorists adapt their behaviour to the changed environment 
is the number of speed management measures throughout the village settings 
that have already been implemented. 
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The motorists when entering the village settings firstly encounter the dragon’s 
teeth road markings followed by the large village signs that are encased with 
large yellow borders and have the 30mph speed limit within the sign. 
 
Travelling through the villages the motorists are continually informed about 
speed management by a range of measures , VAS signs, fixed police cameras, 
double white lines ( no overtaking) bend warning signs , ‘slow’ road markings. 
 
These measures are all designed to ensure that where we require speeds to be 
low as the environment has mixed use with vulnerable road users this is being 
achieved and is consistent with treatments throughout Leicestershire. 
 
Having the range of speed management measures in place throughout the 
village setting alerts motorists that they are entering a village setting and diver 
behaviour ensures change as a result. 
 
 

Crossing Assessment 
 

All Crossing requests are considered against our set criteria that look into the 
levels of pedestrians crossing, traffic speeds, volumes and the visibility afforded 
to all road users.  

 
The requests we have received in Walcote, North Kilworth Theddingworth and 
Lubenham have been evaluated. Our initial observations show a low level of 
pedestrians crossing during the day (Appendix Table 9 and 10).However this 
does not mean that crossing facilities should not be implemented, as 
improvements to active modes of travel should be encouraged in areas where 
connectivity is hindered within a village setting by well-established main 
thoroughfare routes. 
 
The difficulties in providing the balance between the needs of local pedestrian 
levels and the movement of traffic on our strategic highway network are not easy 
to achieve. 
 
The low level of pedestrians crossing within Walcote, North Kilworth and 
Theddingworth mean that our criteria would not recommend a signalised 
crossing or pedestrian crossing. With low levels of pedestrians crossing during 
the day then motorists are unaware of pedestrian activity and the risk to 
pedestrians is increased as motorists are unprepared for occasional pedestrian 
activity. 
 
Raised centre islands are considered as good alternatives to assist pedestrians 
in environments where the criteria falls short of a pedestrian crossing, however 
this is difficult to implement as the current road widths and the usage of farm 
vehicles that the A4304 attracts would not allow for a safe pedestrian refuge 
island to be considered as it was noted that tractors are spanning over the centre 
lines where the island would be located when travelling through the villages.  
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With regard to Lubenham where it was observed pedestrian movements 
crossing the A4304 was at times frequent (including school activity), a discussion 
would need to be held with Lubenham Parish Council if they believe the current 
crossing facility could benefit from improved infrastructure for pedestrians. 
 
Any crossing upgrade such as a signalised crossing similar to the one in place in 
Husbands Bosworth have to be appropriate to the designated ‘A’ road 
classification. While a signalised crossing does offer a good level of service and 
safety to pedestrians, and provides better connectivity within this location it 
would have a detrimental consequence to traffic flows, create difficulties to side 
traffic entering onto the A4304, and have a negative impact to air pollution. 
 
Our current resources of funding being allocated to our forward programmes of 
work are based on evidence led schemes that have identified areas on the 
highway where reduction to casualty rates are achievable. Without these criteria 
we are not in a position to fund any potential traffic signal crossing improvement 
scheme. To progress pedestrian improvements on the A4304 then external 
funding and resources would have to be used. 

 
We welcome feedback on all of the proposed assessments with our key partners 
for the possible development of road safety improvement schemes that are well 
respected by all parties and the community. 
 
 

 

Officers to Contact 
 
Stuart Bullen Tel:  0116 305 0001 
Senior Engineer 
Traffic Management Traffic and Safety Group 
Leicestershire County Council 
Email: stuart.bullen@leics.gov.uk 
 
Sources 
 
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/31745
4/annual-road-traffic-estimates-2013.pdf 
 
https://www.gov.uk/govenment/publications/reported-road-casualties-great-
britain-annual-report-2012 
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APPENDIX  
 
 
 
TABLE 1 Fixed Monthly (Jan 2014) traffic count between Lubenham & Market 
Harborough 
Date Eastbound Westbound 
Jan 2010 127,441 125,441 
Jan 2014 129,197 126,729 
Difference +1756 +1288 
Difference +1.35% +1.01% 
 
 
Table 2 Fixed Yearly Counts 
Count between Lubenham & Market Harborough 
Date Eastbound Westbound 
2009 1,601,807 1,564,165 
2013 1,596,627 1,582,510 
Difference -5,180 +18,345 
Difference -0.32% +1.17% 
 
 
Table 3 Fixed Yearly Counts 
Count between M1 roundabout & Walcote 
Date Eastbound Westbound 
2009 1,835,091 1,814,506 
2013 1,894,515 1,865,963 
Difference +59,424 +51,457 
Difference +3.24% +2.84% 
 
 
Table 4 National Accident Averages  
 
Urban A Roads 512 
All Urban 
Roads 

485 

Rural A Roads 171 
All Rural Roads 212 
A4304 135 
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Table 5 Speed Management Measures 
 

Village Gateway Vehicle 
Activated 
Sign 

Roadmarkings Warning 
Signage 

Crossing 
Facility 

Walcote Dragons 
Teeth, 
30mph signs 

2 VAS Double White 
Lines 

Cycle, Road 
narrowing 

Dropped 
Kerbs 

North Kilworth Dragons 
Teeth, 
30mph signs 

2 Police 
Fixed 
Cameras 

Double White 
Lines 

Road 
narrowing 

Dropped 
Kerbs 

Husbands 
Bosworth 

Dragons 
Teeth, 
30mph signs 

1 Vas , 1 
Police 
Fixed 
Cameras 

Double White 
Lines, Centre 
Hatching  

Road 
narrowing 

Signalised 
Crossing 

Theddingworth Dragons 
Teeth, 
30mph Signs 

1 VAS Slows Road 
narrowing, 
bend 
warning, 
chevrons, 
7.5t weight 
restriction 

None 

Lubenham Dragons 
Teeth, 
30mph Signs 

2 VAS Double white 
lines, slows 

Road 
narrowing, 
School 
advisory 20, 
chevrons 

Centre raised 
island 

 
 
Table 6 Speed Readings 2011 within villages 
 
Village Mean 

speed 
Eastbound 

85% 
speeds 
Eastbound 

Mean speeds 
Westbound  

85% speeds 
Westbound 

Walcote 33.8mph 37mph 35.4mph 39mph 
North Kilworth 29.7mph 32mph 30.8mph 34mph 
Husbands 
Bosworth 

28.1mph 30mph 28.4 mph 30.2mph 

Theddingworth 29.2mph 33mph 29.2mph 32mph 
Lubenham 31.1mph 34mph 31.0mph 35mph 

 
 
Table 7 Vehicle volumes Daily Traffic Counts within villages 
 
Village 2009 

eastbound 
2009 
westbound 

2011 
eastbound 

2011 
westbound 

Walcote 5,600 4,748 4,812 4,761 
North Kilworth 5,612 4,770 4,821 4,763 
Husbands 
Bosworth 

3,078 3,046 3,099 3,114 

Theddingworth 3,086 3,125 3,164 3,168 
Lubenham 3,855 3,625 4,050 3,936 
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Table 8 Accidents within villages Five Year Count 2009-2013  
 

Village Slight  Serious Fatal 
Walcote 4 1  
North Kilworth 4 3  
Husbands Bosworth 1   
Theddingworth 3 1  
Lubenham 5   

 
 
Table 9 Pedestrian activity on A4304 Wed 10th September 2014 
 

Village 8.15am to 
8.45am  

12pm to 
12.30am 

4.30pm to 
5.00pm 

Walcote 4 1 6 
North Kilworth 4 3 5 
Husbands Bosworth Not Surveyed 
Theddingworth 3 1 8 
Lubenham 23 8 12 

 
 
Table 10 Pedestrian activity on A4304 Thurs 13th November 2014 
 

Village 8.15am to 
8.45am  

12pm to 
12.30am 

4.30pm to 
5.00pm 

Walcote 2 2 6 
North Kilworth 5 3 4 
Husbands Bosworth Not Surveyed 
Theddingworth 5 3 5 
Lubenham 21 5 18 

 


